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SMOOTH STRUCTURES ON COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACES
RAMESH KASILINGAM
Abstract. We compute the group C(CPm) of concordance classes of smoothings of com-
plex projective space CPm for m = 5, 6, 7, 8. As an application, for m = 7, 8, we compute
the smooth tangential homotopy structure set of CPm and also determine the number of
smooth structures on CPm with fixed Pontryagin classes.
1. Introduction
The study of smooth homotopy complex projective spaces received its first impetus as a
means of classifying free circle actions on homotopy spheres [7, 8, 15, 16]. D. Sullivan [22]
later classified PL homotopy complex projective spaces as an application of his characteristic
variety theorem. The surgery classification of smooth homotopy complex projective spaces
was initiated and given a complete smooth classification of manifolds homotopy equivalent
to CPm, where m ≤ 6, by Brumfiel [3, 4]. In [9], for m = 3 and 4, it was proved that the
group C(CPm) of concordance classes of smoothings of CPm is isomorphic to the group of
smooth homotopy spheres Θ2m [12].
In this paper we try to compute the following:
Theorem A. a) C(CP5) ∼= Z6 ⊕ Z2.
b) C(CP6) ∼= Z3 ⊕ Z2.
c) C(CP7) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.
d) C(CP8) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.
(cf. Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.6). Computations of the groups of concordance classes
of smoothings are obviously of importance in the classification of smooth simply connected
manifolds with a given homotopy type and the classification of diffeomorphism classes of
smooth structures. In particular, Theorem A gives the number of smooth structures on
CPm, where m = 5, 6, 7, 8.
In this paper, for m = 7, 8, we also compute the the smooth tangential homotopy structure
set of CPm by use of the tangential surgery exact sequence [6, 14] and prove the following.
Theorem B. a) There are exactly four homotopy smooth structures on CP7 having the
same Pontryagin classes of CP7.
b) There are exactly eight homotopy smooth structures on CP8 having the same Pontryagin
classes of CP8.
(cf. Theorem 3.7).
Organisation of the paper: In section 2, we introduce some preliminaries from smooth-
ing theory [3, 4] and prove a result relating this to a computation in stable cohomotopy.
In section 3, we apply results of Section 2, by using the tangential surgery exact sequence
([14]) and Sullivan’s and Crowley-Hambleton ([6]) identifications of the normal invariants,
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2 RAMESH KASILINGAM
we prove results regarding the classification of smooth manifolds having the same Pontrya-
gin classes of CPm.
Notation: Denote by O = colimnO(n), Top = colimnTop(n), F = colimnF (n) the di-
rect limit of the groups of orthogonal transformations, homeomorphisms, and homotopy
equivalences respectively. In this paper all manifolds will be closed smooth, oriented and
connected, and all homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms are assumed to preserve orienta-
tion, unless otherwise stated.
2. Group of Concordance Classes of Smooth Structures
We recall some terminology from [12]:
Definition 2.1. (a) A homotopy m-sphere Σm is an oriented smooth closed manifold
homotopy equivalent to the standard unit sphere Sm in Rm+1.
(b) A homotopy m-sphere Σm is said to be exotic if it is not diffeomorphic to Sm.
(c) Two homotopy m-spheres Σm1 and Σ
m
2 are said to be equivalent if there exists an
orientation preserving diffeomorphism f : Σm1 → Σm2 .
The set of equivalence classes of homotopy m-spheres is denoted by Θm. The equivalence
class of Σm is denoted by [Σm]. When m ≥ 5, Θm forms an abelian group with group
operation given by connected sum # and the zero element represented by the equivalence
class of Sm. M. Kervaire and J. Milnor [12] showed that each Θm is a finite group; in
particular, Θm ∼= Z2, where m = 8, 14, 16, and Θ10 ∼= Z6.
Definition 2.2. Let M be a topological manifold. Let (N, f) be a pair consisting of a
smooth manifold N together with a homeomorphism f : N →M . Two such pairs (N1, f1)
and (N2, f2) are concordant provided there exists a diffeomorphism g : N1 → N2 such that
the composition f2 ◦ g is topologically concordant to f1, i.e., there exists a homeomorphism
F : N1 × [0, 1]→M × [0, 1] such that F|N1×0 = f1 and F|N1×1 = f2 ◦ g. The set of all such
concordance classes is denoted by C(M).
Start by noting that there is a homeomorphism h : Mn#Σn → Mn (n ≥ 5) which
is the inclusion map outside of homotopy sphere Σn and well defined up to topological
concordance. We will denote the class in C(M) of (Mn#Σn, h) by [Mn#Σn]. (Note that
[Mn#Sn] is the class of (Mn, Id).)
Definition 2.3. (Cat = Diff or Top-structure sets)Let M be a closed Cat-manifold. We
define the Cat-structure set SCat(M) to be the set of equivalence classes of pairs (N, f)
where N is a closed Cat-manifold and f : N → M is a homotopy equivalence. And the
equivalence relation is defined as follows:
(N1, f1) ∼ (N2, f2) if there is a Cat-isomorphism h : N1 → N2
such that f2 ◦ h is homotopic to f1.
Let fM : M
m → Sm be a degree one map. Note that fM is well-defined up to homotopy.
Composition with fM defines a homomorphism
f∗M : [S
m, T op/O]→ [Mm, T op/O],
and in terms of the identifications
Θm = [S
m, T op/O] and C(Mm) = [Mm, T op/O]
given by [13, p. 25 and 194], f∗M becomes [Σ
m] 7→ [Mm#Σm].
We start by recalling some facts from smoothing theory [3, 4]. There are H-spaces SF ,
F/O and Top/O and H-space maps φ : SF → F/O, ψ : Top/O → F/O such that
(2.1) φ∗ : [CPm, SF ]→ [CPm, F/O]
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(2.2) ψ∗ : [CPm, T op/O]→ [CPm, F/O]
are monomorphism for all m ≥ 1,
(2.3) [CPm−1, F/O] = Z[
m−1
2
] ⊕ [CPm−1, SF ],
where
Z[
m−1
2
] ⊂ Image ([CPm, F/O] i∗−→ [CPm−1, F/O]),
and
(2.4) [CP5, SF ] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z3 and [CP6, SF ] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z3.
Recall that [X,SF ] can be identified with the 0-th stable cohomotopy group pi0(M).
In [3], Brumfiel also defined an invariant σ : [CPm, F/O]→ Θ2m+1 such that the composition
[CPm, F/O] σ−→ Θ2m+1 ψ∗−→ pi2m+1(F/O) ∼= Coker(J2m+1)
coincides with the map
[CPm, F/O] p
∗
−→ [S2m+1, F/O] = Coker(J2m+1)
induced by the hopf fibration S2m+1 → CPm.
Consider the following long exact sequence associated to the cofiber sequence
S2m−1 p−→ CPm−1 i−→ CPm fCPm−→ S2m :
(2.5)
.... −→ [SCPn−1, T op/O] (S(g))
∗
−→ [S2n, T op/O] f
∗
CPn−→ [CPn, T op/O] i∗−→ [CPn−1, T op/O],
where f∗CPm : [S2m, T op/O] → [CPm, T op/O] is a monomorphism by [11, Theorem 1] for
m ≤ 8. We now prove the following.
Theorem 2.4. (i) C(CP5) ∼= Z6 ⊕ Z2.
(ii) C(CP6) ∼= Z3 ⊕ Z2.
(iii) C(CP7) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.
Proof. (i): Since f∗CP 4 : [S
8, T op/O]→ [CP 4, T op/O] is an isomorphism by [9, Theorem 2.3]
and [S8, T op/O] ∼= Θ8 ∼= Z2, the non-trivial element in [CP 4, T op/O] is represented by a
map
g : CP 4
fCP4−→ S8 Σ−→ Top/O,
where Σ : S8 → Top/O represents the exotic 8-sphere in Θ8. Therefore the induced map
p∗ : [CP 4, T op/O]−→[S9, T op/O] be such that p∗(g) is represented by the map
S9 p−→ CP 4 fCP4−→ S8 Σ−→ Top/O.
If the map fCP 4 ◦ p : S9 → S8 represents the hopf element η in pis1 ∼= pi9(S8) ∼= Z2{η}, then
η ◦ η : S9 fCP4◦p−→ S8 η→ S7
is the generator of pis2
∼= pi9(S7) ∼= Z2{η2}. Therefore the composition
CP 4
fCP4−→ S8 η−→ S7
is not null homotopic, which contradicts the fact that every map CP 4 7→ S7 is null homo-
topic. Therefore the map fCP 4◦p : S9 → S8 is null homotopic. Hence p∗(g) is null homotopic
and so p∗ : [CP 4, T op/O]−→[S9, T op/O] is the zero homomorphism. Now by the above exact
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sequence (2.5), where m = 5, the induced map i∗ : [CP 5, T op/O]−→[CP 4, T op/O] is surjec-
tive and hence [CP 5, T op/O] is an abelian group of order 12. Since [CP 5, SF ] ∼= Z2⊕Z2⊕Z3
([4]) and by using the fact that the homomorphism
ψ∗ : [CP 5, T op/O]−→[CP 5, F/O] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z3
is a monomorphism, we can get
C(CP5) ∼= [CP 5, T op/O] ∼= Z6 ⊕ Z2.
This proves (i).
(ii): If m = 6 in the above exact sequence (2.5) and using the fact that [S12, T op/O] ∼=
Θ12 = 0 and [S11, T op/O] ∼= Θ11 ∼= Z992, we have that the induced map
i∗ : [CP 6, T op/O]−→[CP 5, T op/O]
is a monomorphism and the image
([CP 5, T op/O] p
∗
−→ [S11, T op/O]) ⊆ Z2 ⊂ Z992.
Since the homomorphism
ψ∗ : [CP 6, T op/O]−→[CP 6, F/O] ∼= Z3 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z3
is a monomorphism and by (i), we have that the homomorphism
i∗ : [CP 6, T op/O]−→[CP 5, T op/O]
is not surjective. Now by the exact sequence (2.5), where m = 6,
p∗ : [CP 5, T op/O]−→[S11, T op/O]
is a non-zero homomorphism and hence [CP 6, T op/O] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z3. This proves (ii).
(iii): There is a commutative diagram
(2.6)
Z2 = [S14, T op/O]
fCP7−−−−→ [CP7, T op/O] i∗−−−−→ [CP6, T op/O] p
∗
−−−−→ [S13, T op/O] = Z3yψ∗ yψ∗ yψ∗ ∼=yψ∗
Z2 ⊕ Z2 = [S14, F/O]
fCP7−−−−→ [CP7, F/O] i∗−−−−→ [CP6, F/O] p
∗
−−−−→ [S13, F/O]
∼=
xφ∗ xφ∗ xφ∗ ∼=xφ∗
Z2 ⊕ Z2 = [S14, SF ]
fCP7−−−−→ [CP7, SF ] i∗−−−−→ [CP6, SF ] p
∗
−−−−→ [S13, SF ]
where the rows are part of the long exact sequences obtained from the cofiber sequence
S13 p−→ CP 6 i−→ CP 7 fCP7−→ S14.
Since the image of the homeomorphism p∗ : [CP6, SF ]→ [S13, SF ] is Z3 ([4, Lemma I.9(i)])
and by using the above commutative diagram (2.6), we get that the image of the homeomor-
phism p∗ : [CP6, T op/O] → [S13, T op/O] is also Z3. Now by the exactness of the first row
in (2.6), we have that [CP 7, T op/O] is an abelian group of order 4. But [CP 7, F/O](2) ∼=
Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 by Table 7.5 in [3, pp. 55] and hence [CP 7, T op/O] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.This proves
(iii). 
Proposition 2.5. [CP7, SF ] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2.
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Proof. From the surgery exact sequences of CPm and S2m, we get the following commutative
diagram ([5, Lemma 3.4]):
(2.7)
0 −−−−→ Θ2m
ψ∗=ηS2m−−−−−−→ pi2m(F/O)
σS2m−−−−→ L2m(e)y= yf∗CPm yf∗CPm y=
0 −−−−→ SDiff (CPm) ηCPm−−−−→ [CPm, F/O] σCPm−−−−→ L2m(e)
By chasing the diagrams (2.6) and (2.7), where m = 7, we have the following facts:
(1) ψ∗ : [S14, T op/O]→ [S14, F/O] is injective.
(2) fCP 7 ◦ ψ∗ : [S14, T op/O]→ [CP 7, F/O] is injective.
(3) σS2m : [S14, F/O]→ L14(e) ∼= Z2 is non zero map.
(4) fCP 7 : [S14, F/O]→ [CP 7, F/O] is injective.
These facts together with the exactness of the last row in the diagram (2.6) imply that
[CP7, SF ] is isomorphic to an abelian group of order 8. Again by Table 7.5 in [3, pp. 55],
[CP7, SF ] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2.This proves the proposition. 
Theorem 2.6. (i) C(CP8) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.
(ii) [CP8, SF ] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2.
Proof. (i): Consider the following diagram as in (2.6) for the inclusion i : CP7 ↪→ CP8:
(2.8)
Z2 = [S16, T op/O]
f∗CP8−−−−→ [CP8, T op/O] i∗−−−−→ [CP7, T op/O] p
∗
−−−−→ [S15, T op/O]yψ∗ yψ∗ yψ∗ yψ∗
Z2 ⊕ Z = [S16, F/O]
f∗CP8−−−−→ [CP8, F/O] i∗−−−−→ [CP7, F/O] p
∗
−−−−→ [S15, F/O] ∼= Coker(J15)xφ∗ xφ∗ xφ∗ xφ∗
Z2 ⊕ Z2 = [S16, SF ]
f∗CP8−−−−→ [CP8, SF ] i∗−−−−→ [CP7, SF ] p
∗
−−−−→ [S15, SF ]
Note that the map
S15 p−→ CP7 fCP7−→ S14 ∈ pis1 = Z2{η}.
Whether it is non-trivial or not is determined by the action of the Steenrod operation Sq2
on the cone. Since Sq2(x7) = x8 and therefore fCP 7 ◦ p : S15 → S14 represents the element
η. Thus the map
p∗ ◦ f∗CP 7 : [S14, SF ] = pis14 → [CP7, SF ]→ [S15, SF ] = pis15
is multiplication by η, where
pis14 = Z2{σ2} ⊕ Z2{κ}
and
pis15 = Z32{ρ} ⊕ Z2{η ◦ κ} ⊕ Z3{α4} ⊕ Z5{α2,5}
[23]. Now by [23, Theorem 14.1 (i), p.190], η ◦ σ2 = 0. Note from the proof of Proposition
2.5 that the map f∗CP 7 : [S
14, SF ]→ [CP7, SF ] is injective and hence
p∗ ◦ f∗CP 7(κ) = η ◦ κ 6= 0 ∈ Coker(J15) ∼= Z2
[21]. Therefore the map
φ∗ ◦ p∗ : [CP7, SF ]→ Coker(J15)
is non zero homomorphism. Now from the diagram (2.8), we get that the map
p∗ : [CP7, T op/O]→ [S15, T op/O]
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is non zero homomorphism. Since Brumfiel [3] showed that the image of the invariant
σ : [CP7, SF ] → Θ15 is contained in Coker(J15) ∼= Z2 and identified σ([CP7, SF ]) with the
image of the map
p∗ : [CP7, T op/O]→ [S15, T op/O].
Therefore the image of the map
p∗ : [CP7, T op/O]→ [S15, T op/O]
is Z2. Now by the exact sequence (2.5) for m = 8, Theorem 2.4(iii) and using the fact that
f∗CP 8 : [S
16, T op/O]→ [CP8, T op/O]
is injective and the image of the map
p∗ : [CP7, T op/O]→ [S15, T op/O]
is Z2, it follows that [CP8, T op/O] is isomorphic to an abelian group of order 4. Again by
Table 7.5 in [3, pp. 55], [CP8, T op/O] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.This proves (i).
(ii): From the proof of Theorem 2.4(iii) and Theorem 2.6(i), we have that
[CP7, SF ] ∼= Z2{σ2} ⊕ [CP7, T op/O] ∼= Z2{σ2} ⊕ Z2{κ} ⊕ Z2{t},
where
[CP7, T op/O] = Z2{κ} ⊕ Z2{t}
and σ2 and κ are coming from [S14, SF ] and t is coming from the image of the map
i∗ : [CP8, T op/O]→ [CP7, T op/O].
This together with the facts that η ◦ σ2 = 0 and η ◦ κ 6= 0 as in (i) implies that the image
of the map p∗ : [CP7, SF ]→ [S15, SF ] is Z2{η ◦ κ} and hence the image of the map
i∗ : [CP8, SF ]→ [CP7, SF ]
is Z2⊕Z2. Now by using the diagram (2.8) and the fact that the image of the composition
f∗CP 8 ◦ φ∗ : [S16, SF ]→ [CP8, F/O]
is Z2, we get that the image of the map
f∗CP 8 : [S
16, SF ]→ [CP8, SF ]
is Z2. Therefore [CP8, SF ] is isomorphic to an abelian group of order 8. Again by Table
7.5 in [3, pp. 55], [CP8, SF ] ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2.This proves (ii).

By Theorem 2.4 and 2.6(i), Upto concordance, we have
Corollary 2.7. (i) The number of smooth structures on CP5 is 12.
(ii) The number of smooth structures on CP6 is 6.
(iii) The number of smooth structures on CP7 is 4.
(iv) The number of smooth structures on CP8 is 4.
Remark 2.8.
(i) From the proof of Theorem 2.6, we note that the image of the map
i∗ : [CP8, T op/O]→ [CP7, T op/O]
is Z2.
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(ii) Next we consider the map
σ : [CPm, F/O]→ Θ2m+1.
Recall from [3] that if
g ∈ [CPm, T op/O] ⊆ [CPm, F/O],
then σ(g) ∈ Θ2m+1 is the sphere Σ2m+1 admitting free differentiable S1- action such
that the orbit space Σ2m+1/S1 is PL-homeomorphic to the complex projective space
CPm. For m = 8, Katsuo Kawakubo [11, Corollary 1] showed that there exists
no differentiable free action of S1 on an exotic sphere such that the orbit space is
PL-homeomorphic to CP8. Therefore the image of the map
σ : [CP8, T op/O]→ Θ17
is 0. Since the image σ([CP8, T op/O]) = p∗([CP8, T op/O]), where
p∗ : [CP8, T op/O]→ [S17, T op/O].
Hence p∗ : [CP8, T op/O] → [S17, T op/O] is the zero homomorphism. Now by the
exact sequence (2.5) for m = 9 and Theorem 2.6, we get that
i∗ : [CP9, T op/O]→ [CP8, T op/O]
is surjective.
3. The smooth tangential structure set STDiff (CPm)
Definition 3.1. ([2, 19, 20, 18, 24])Let N and M be closed smooth manifolds. A degree
1 normal map (N, f, b) : N → M is a degree one map f : N → M together with a stable
bundle map b : νN → ξ where νN is the stable normal bundle of N , b covers f and ξ
is some stable vector bundle over M (necessarily fibre homotopy equivalent to νM ). A
normal bordism of degree one normal maps (Ni, fi, bi), i = 0,1 is a degree one normal map
(Z, g, c) : Z →M × [0, 1] restricting to (Ni, fi, bi) over M × {i}.
The set of normal bordism classes of degree one normal maps into a closed smooth manifold
M is called the normal structure set of M , and we denote it by NDiff (M).
The normal structure setNDiff (M) of an m-dimensional smooth closed simply connected
manifold Mm fits into the surgery exact sequence of pointed sets
(3.1) · · · −→ NDiff (M × [0, 1]) σ−→ Lm+1(Z) θ−→ SDiff (M) η−→ NDiff (M) σ−→ Lm(e),
where the map
η : SDiff (M)→ NDiff (M)
is defined by mapping [N, f ] to [(N, f, b) : N → M ], here b : νN → f−1∗(νN ) is the
canonical bundle map and ξ = f−1∗(νN ), Lm(e) is the surgery obstruction groups, the
surgery obstruction maps σ : NDiff (M) → Lm(e), σ : NDiff (M × [0, 1]) → Lm+1(e) and
the action map θ : Lm+1(e) → SDiff (M). Using identity maps as base points we have
Sullivans familiar identifications
NDiff (M) = [M,F/O]
and
NDiff (M × [0, 1]) = [SM,F/O],
where SM is the suspension of M .
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Definition 3.2. [14, 6]Let M be a closed smooth m-manifold with stable normal bundle
νM of rank k  m. The smooth tangential structure set of M ,
STDiff (M) = {(N, f, b) | f : N →M, b : νN → νM}/ ',
consists of equivalences classes of triples (N, f, b) where N is a smooth manifold, f : N →M
is a homotopy equivalence and b : νN → νM is a map of stable bundles. Two structures
(N0, f0, b0) and (N1, f1, b1) are equivalent if there is an s-cobordism (U,N0, N1, F,B) and
where F : U → M is a simple homotopy equivalence, B : νU → νM is a bundle map and
these data restrict to (N0, f0, b0) and (N1, f1, b1) at the boundary of U .
The tangential surgery exact sequence for a simply connected closed smooth manifold M
finishes with the following four terms
(3.2) Lm+1(e)
θ−→ STDiff (M) η
t
−→ N TDiff (M) σ−→ Lm(e),
where the definition of N TDiff (M) is similar to the definition of STDiff (M) except that
for representatives (N, f, b) we require only that f : N → M is a degree one map and the
equivalence relation is defined using normal cobordisms over (M,νM ). The set N TDiff (M)
of tangential normal invariants of M can be identified with [M,SF ].
For M = CPm, there are exact sequences
(3.3) 0→ STDiff (CP2n+1)→ [CP2n+1, SF ] σ1−→ Z2
and
0→ STDiff (CP2n)→ [CP2n, SF ] σ2−→ Z,
where σ1 is a homomorphism, but σ2 is not [22].
Computations of the groups [CPn, SF ] and of σ : [CPn, SF ]−→L2n(e) have been made by
Brumfiel [3, 4] for n ≤ 6. For n = 3, σ is an isomorphism. For n = 4, 5, 6, σ = 0.
Proposition 3.3. The surgery obstruction σ1 : [CP7, SF ]→ Z2 is non zero map.
Proof. By using the digaram (2.7) for m = 7 and the fact that the map
f∗CP 7 : [S
14, F/O]→ [CP7, F/O] = Z3 ⊕ [CP7, SF ]
is injective, we get that the surgery obstruction σ1 : [CP7, SF ]→ Z2 is non zero map. This
proves proposition. 
Remark 3.4. By [4, Lemma I.5], the surgery obstruction σ2 : [CP8, SF ] → Z is the zero
map.
The following result follows from the exact sequence (3) and Proposition 3.3, Remark
3.4, Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.6.
Theorem 3.5. (i) STDiff (CP7) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2.
(ii) STDiff (CP8) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2.
By the surgery exact sequence (3.1), the set of homotopy smoothings of CPm, SDiff (CPm),
embeds in [CPm, F/O]. Also there is an exact sequence
pi0s(CPm) = [CPm, SF ] ↪→ [CPm, F/O]→ K˜O(CPm).
It follows that pi0s(CPm) is the torsion subgroup of [CPm, F/O]. If the homotopy equivalence
f : M → CPm represents an element of SDiff (CPm), its image in K˜O(CPm) is given by
(f−1)∗TM−TCPm. Since the image of [CPm, F/O] is contained in the free part of K˜O(CPm)
and is determined by the Pontryagin classes of M ([1, Lemma 2.25]). In fact, the Pontryagin
character ph = ch◦c, c is injective except for 2-torsion, and ch is injective since H∗(CPm,Z)
is torsion free. Therefore we have the following results:
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Corollary 3.6. The homotpy smooth structures on CPm having the same Pontryagin classes
of CPm are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements of the kernel of the map
σ : [CPm, SF ]→ L2m(e).
Now by Proposition 3.3, Remark 3.4, Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, we get:
Theorem 3.7. (i) There are exactly four homotopy smooth structures on CP7 having
the same Pontryagin classes of CP7.
(ii) There are exactly eight homotopy smooth structures on CP8 having the same Pon-
tryagin classes of CP8.
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